Some of the "how" questions can and do yield to common sense and practical experience. Some of the "why" questions are illuminated by academic-style research. However, many of the important "how and why" questions in RD&E manage ment have not yielded to the approach of the academic re searcher or the practitioner alone. Some may yield to a com bined approach, by teams of researchers and practitioners. The Engineering Management Society of IEEE, which sponsors this TRANSACTIONS, provides a possible forum for joint discussions on such topics as possible mechanisms for initiating joint re search.
With the severe reduction of federal support for "Researchon-Research" or Research on RD&E, the body of knowledge from which many managers have drawn ideas, research results, and study methods may be shrinking. As with "hard" tech nology, there is need for continuous development of the tech nology base from which management decision-makers and organizational designers must draw if they are to take ad vantage of the codified experience of others and the results of systematic research.
In order to keep the RD&E management technology base going, a number of firm s have been participating with academic researchers in designing, conducting, and funding studies of the overall R&D/Innovation process. We anticipate that this trend will continue, even though the level of funding which private sector organizations can provide may be significantly less than the academic research community is accustomed to from federal sources.
Some form of cooperative research between industry and the universities is essential if the art of RD&E management is to be supported by a credible and increasing body of general knowledge based on systematic research.
The authors make these comments about the potential usefulness of their papers.
Dunne and Klementowski: This article should be of in terest to RD&E managers because it reports on actual usage of network techniques for R&D project planning and controlling. In the paper, a sample of aerospace R&D managers rates the usefulness of basic network approaches (PERT and CPM), and also the usefulness of two supplemental network techniques involving the analysis of project resources. The results are somewhat surprising, and should provide RD&E managers with insight concerning these network techniques.
Evans: This article makes it possible for interested R&D managers to assess and better understand the degree to which their own organization may possess those structural and be havioral characteristics which are considered to be necessary properties of the Matrix organizational form.
Mosard: This paper offers a generalized systems analysis framework and methodology of essential tasks that will be useful to RD&E managers, analysts, and students. Recently developed systems engineering techniques are described in an effort to link systems engineering more directly with systems analysis applications in other disciplines.
White: This paper speaks to the importance of the "ter ritorial imperatives" of R&D management which hold that a separation of tech -».ical functions is essential to a creative culti vation of territory Vttempts to maximize output by minimi zation of the differences (of R and D) run counter to this rather fundamental principle of organization.
